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ABSTRACT 

With the rapid growth in the usage of messaging app and 

their recent integration of image capture tools, the way in 

which people take, store and share images has changed. 

While there is considerable literature on photo-sharing, few 

have explored the usage of their current multi-app, multi-

camera repertoire of tools and how this is influenced by their 

context. Fewer still have explored whether these images are 

saved after sending and upon receipt. This study aims to fill 

these gaps through the analysis of 12 semi-structured 

interviews with individuals aged 18-26 years old.  

This study found five contextual triggers of sharing 

behaviour; Task Aid, Mutual memories, Travel shares, 
Spontaneous shares and Conversational images. While 

selection between camera options varied based on situational 

context, in-app cameras were used specifically for quick, in-

the-moment images they didn’t want to keep. This reflected 

their overall preference for access rather than ownership, 

only saving and keeping selective images for memory or 

affective connection. While developments in gallery app 

design focus on supporting this form of image retention, 

other images, which were briefly saved to facilitate sharing 

between apps or for brief access to information, also end up 

populating the same space as memories. Accumulation of 

these transitory images and the automatically-saved received 

media from Whatsapp required filtering from their gallery. 

Interestingly, the instant backup to a cloud gallery was found 

to result in stricter retention criteria. This study lays the 

groundwork for the understanding of image retention 

behaviours in mobile messaging and makes 
recommendations for how the design of new tools can 

support them.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

More and more people are starting to use messaging apps, 

and their growth rate exceeds that of social networking sites 

[2]. Within instant messaging services, image sharing 

capabilities have become more integrated into the messaging 

experience. The millennial generation have been the 

champions for new technologies from a young age and are 

now the most frequent users of new photo-messaging 
services such as Snapchat. Additionally they are the first 

generation to make use of cloud storage technologies that can 

back up images directly from their phone. Their exposure 

and use of these new image sharing and storage technologies 

is unprecedented in comparison to previous generations. As 

a result, in a short period of time the way in which people 

take store and share photos has changed. These newly 

developed behaviours obviously have implications for the 

future design of image capture, navigation, search and 

storage tools. My research is concerned with the acquisition 

of images for sharing and the retention of sent and received 

images.  

How people currently decide which from multiple image 

acquisition and sharing technologies to use and when has 

received little attention in prior literature. Most studies have 

looked at the use of a single source of image capture in 

isolation; usually either their main camera app or the camera 

in snapchat. Current options for image acquisition include 

multiple photo-capture options embedded within various 

apps, screenshotting and downloading. Additionally, prior 

research has hinted at the influence of a person’s context on 

their selection of image sharing technologies. Understanding 

what they are and how they influence behaviour will uncover 

the opportunities for future designs to make use of sensors 

and context-aware technology such as Google’s Awareness 

API (Google, 2016).  

The first aim of the research presented here is to explore 

people’s motives for their selection of image acquisition 

tools for messaging and how it is influenced by their 

situational context and the corresponding intent of sharing. 

This lead to the creation of the first research question: 

RQ1: How does the context and user’s intentions 

influence their selection of image acquisition 

options and sharing methods? 

Furthermore, the current array of messaging apps available 

each deal with storage of images in a different way. For 

example, Snapchat differentiates itself by making shared 

and received images ephemeral. People have changed their 

saving and storage behaviours and although research has 

explored the increase in sharing behaviours, there is need to 

uncover changing user practices especially in terms of 
user’s retention behaviours associated with these shared 

images.  The research is concerned with the saving of 

shared images, received images and the images not desired 

to be saved. This lead to the development of the second 

research question: 

RQ2: Are images within instant messaging conversations 

saved? Why or why not? 

 RQ2.1: Do people keep images they have sent to 

someone else? If they do, for what reason?  

 RQ2.2: When one party in the conversation has 

access to the other person’s images, do they save 
any of the images? If they do, for what reason?  

 RQ2.3: What images are considered redundant 

outside the context of the conversation? 

This study adopted a naturalistic retrospective approach. 12 

semi-structured interviews were conducted with young 

millennials aged 18-26 years old to retrospectively inquire 

about several sharing situation around specific images within 

conversations, identify their retention and storage intentions 

of specific shared and received images and understand 

broader image sharing and storage practices. The dissertation 

reports on the process, outcomes and discussion of this 
research.  

Section 2 explores previous literature on image sharing and 

retention behaviours, while Section 3 explains the 

methodology used for the empirical gathering of data as well 

as the means of analysis employed and the required ethical 

considerations. Section 4 then presents themes within 

identified image sharing behaviours which take into account 

prior context, intention for sharing and means of image 

acquisition. Additionally, themes related to their retention 

behaviours are reported. Finally, Section 5 discusses 

limitations and future work, and suggests recommendations 

for the design of tools facilitating image acquisition, sharing 
and storage. 

2.  BACKGROUND 

Image sharing has evolved significantly since the days of 

analogue photography. Developed or printed photographs 

were limited by their physicality to being shared in either a 
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co-located context for reminiscing [31]  and storytelling 

[1,35], or being physically delivered to a remote individual a 

while after capture as a gift or in the form of a postcard. The 

fate of these images involved being kept in an album or 

shoebox for someone to peruse through for reflection 

[1,9,30].  

Through the introduction of digital photography which was 

accompanied by cultural and social changes, the capture, 

value and usages of photographs changed significantly. The 

practice of marking an event as noteworthy by the taking of 

a photograph [33] was replaced with a far larger variety of 

social behaviours mediated by these photographs, such as a 

rise in the usage of images for identity formation [9]. 

Simultaneously the instant sharing of messages amongst 

teens created a plethora of new social practices within 

computer mediated communication (CMC).  

As new social image sharing technologies enabled sharing to 

a greater variety of audiences in different online 

environments, the research community defined a distinction 

between the act of publicizing an image and messaging one; 

the former being a form of mass communication adopted 

within social networks while the latter will be the focus of 

this study.  

Image messaging pertains to interpersonal communication 

[12,40] and its deep integration within modern messaging 

platforms has given rise to new forms of communication.  

To understand how image sharing and image retention 

behaviours would be appropriated within fast growing 

messaging apps like Facebook messenger, Whatsapp and 

Snapchat, this section will explore prior literature in one-to-

one and group messaging services including email, MM2, 

MMS, Snapchat and more.  

2.1 Dimensions of Image Sharing  

In contrast to the transmission view of communication [6], 

the later ritual view of communication, suggests that a 

communicative act’s role in furthering conversation can in 

some cases supersede its function of conveying 

information[5]. In this view, the social value is independent 

of the informative aspect of the photo sharing [39].  

These dual dimensions have been reflected in many other 
studies in the identification image sharing behaviours as 

being primarily affective (also referred to as social) or 

primarily functional (also referred to as instrumental). More 

affective uses of images involve building social capital and 

adding to social relationships, whereas more functional uses 

provide information to facilitate a task.  

Findings from prior research on the intentions for various 

types of sharing behaviour across this functional and 

affective spectrum can be categorized into sharing for 

Mediated presence, supporting a conversation, sharing the 

images themselves as memories and for functional purposes. 

Additionally, more recent studies of Snapchat and 

ephemeral messaging explain how its design affords certain 

types of behaviour.  

2.2 Mediated Presence 

Previous work has identified the taking and sharing of 

images to affectively mediate presence with absent groups or 

individuals. The instant messaging of photos to stay in 

connection with someone who isn’t co-present isn’t a 

surprising behaviour since two large empirical studies found 

IM is the preferred media for the maintenance of 

relationship[13,29]. Aside from facilitating an active 

conversation, images provide a more passive means of 

feeling connected. Liechti and Ichikawa likened this to trying 

to achieve a computer-mediated version of the feeling of 

closeness achieved between co-located family members even 

in the absence of actual conversation[23].  This “affective 

awareness” is usually achieved through mutually shared co-

present experience, but could be facilitated to a certain extent 
by the sharing of photos as a means of feeling “in touch”.  

The function of these images isn’t primarily to further a 

current conversation, but to function as a way of reporting 

what they are doing to enhance their mutual awareness of the 

others life [39].  

This was found in several cases to be achieved by 

spontaneously sharing mundane photos of everyday life as a 

means of affectively maintaining relationships and 

establishing the desired feeling of connectedness [3,37,40]. 

Mediated presence is enhanced through the real-time nature 

of sharing [37] in addition to the image’s ability to provide a 

viewport into the sender’s environment.   

The way the photos are taken also influences their 

experienced presence. Photos that are taken from the point-

of-view of the sender create the phenomena known as 

synchronous gaze, which allows the recipient to feel like they 

are experiencing the sender’s environment alongside them 

[40]. 

Instant Postcards 

An earlier example of photo sharing for this purpose is the 

usage of postcards. Several researchers have likened certain 

digital photo-sharing behaviours to the sending of postcards 

[19,22]. The images used as “instant postcards” however 

seem to be used in non-everyday events to show mainly 

unique situations. These photos, which were sent in unique 

locations such as on holiday, sometimes suggest an intent to 

show off their presence in their current location or activity – 

“Hi from a ski resort” [39].  Although not alluded to by Villi, 

this may loosely tie into the image of their presence in a 

specific unique place being used as a form of impression 

management or self-representation [37], with the image also 
acting as a form of visual proof [14]. In these situations 

merely the fact that they are there justifies the sending of the 

picture [39] 

Acknowledging and accommodating for recipient’s absence 

Although some images depicting the sender’s presence in an 

environment act passively as a “wish you were here”, 
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acknowledging the recipient’s absence [39], others are used 

to actively involve the recipient in the sender’s situation;  

[15] reported a situation in which the sender riddled someone 

who wasn’t present to guess their location from the image. 

Another example involved a social situation in which an 

absent individual was sent a picture depicting the sender and 

their mutual friends with an invitation to note a specific detail 

[19]. Through the image, the sender provided the recipient 

with a common ground to converse about people or things in 
their environment, sometimes actively drawing their 

attention to a subset of the image. In many cases, the distance 

from a person or their inability to participate or be present 

plays a large role in the sender’s reason for wanting to send 

them a photo. [40] 

2.3 Supporting a conversation 

Aside from their use to enhance mediating presence, images 

are also used as conversational props. These are used with 
the sole aim of facilitating sociability and conversation [22]. 

This form of image-sharing is categorized as phatic 

communication and resemble a visual form of small talk, 

with entertainment as its end goal.  

Joking and teasing are two examples of image use for 

conversational purposes. Instead of typing out a joke 

completely as text, an image can be used. In some cases the 

image itself embodies the humour, such as a downloaded 

comic strip [10]. Alternatively, the image acts a prop for the 

act of joking or teasing, with a dependence on the context for 

its humorous value. An example of this was presented in 

Kindberg et al’s paper: “one subject took a picture of his new 
car in immediate response to receiving a friend’s picture of 

his new motorcycle … A joke was followed by a joke: “"My 

Honda's bigger than yr Kawasaki".[15]” Note that the photo 

was taken purely to facilitate this tease by embodying the 

quality of “being bigger” and “belonging to the sender”, and 

does not inherently have any humorous value by itself.  

In these cases, images can be said to have been used as   

“brief messages” in themselves. Unlike previous behaviours 

of sharing images or messages as memories, these images are 

not meant to be kept after they have been received [9] 

2.4 Snapchat & Ephemeral messaging 

Snapchat is a messaging app that has capitalized the phatic 

sharing of images to support conversation and mediated 

presence. Content was found to be mostly mundane, funny 

pictures of daily life and not the big moments [3]. 

The restriction imposed on sending within Snapchat all 

ensure that it is used specifically for in-the-moment 

conversations. These restrictions include the inability for 

both parties to view images after they have been sent / 

viewed and the inability to retrospectively share photos (until 

very recently). It is unique in comparison to other modern 

instant messaging platforms in that a single captured “snap” 

can be sent individually to multiple contacts. Through this, it 

is possible for the sender to achieve a sense of mediated 

presence with more than one person with the same snap. 

Although this function suggests a similarity to the 

“publishing” behaviour which could promote photo sharing 

with the intent of impression management, the reverse has 

been found to be true by prior studies. Research has shown 

that the majority of interactions on Snapchat are with close 

friends and family[28], which reduces the sender’s 

inhibitions of sending. This paired with the ephemeral, self-

deleting nature of the images has led to a far lower threshold 

of capture-worthiness.  

The ephemerality of sent and received snaps has a few more 

implications on the frequency of shared content; The 

frequency of sharing images was found to be higher due to 

the fact that they aren’t stored and don’t end up 

“overwhelming” the recipient [3]. Until recently, the absence 

of a purely textual chat feature in Snapchat meant that photos 

were an obligatory accompaniment to any textual message. 

This coupled with the camera’s default to front-facing mode 

seems to have resulted in most –over 50%- of snaps 

containing selfies (photos of the senders face) [28]. Sending 

a picture of their face and its expression further enhances its 

resemblance to a form of asynchronous face-to-face 
conversation.  

However the ephemerality of messages means it’s not used 

for serious conversations or to provide social support [3], for 

which calls and other IM apps are preferred.  

2.5 Mutual Memories 

“Personal and Group memory” was one of the five social 

uses of images identified in van House et al’s study [37]. This 

use involved the sharing photos of collective experiences that 

act as records. Kindberg et al’s taxonomy of social affective 

image capture showed a similar category named “mutual 

experience” [16]. A subset of this involved the retrospective 

sharing of images as mementos, which were images that they 

desired to keep for the longer term. The act of sharing these 

was sometimes also hinted at being a social obligation: “The 

general rule was that an effort was made to share the 

pictures with people who were shown in them. At times this 

was done right away after having taken the photos, at other 

times they were sent afterwards.” [22]. 

2.6 Functional Purposes 

Images were found to be used for functional purposes to 

support a task by sharing with a remote recipient. This was 

done by using the images as news to provide updates on an 

existing task [10,15], documentation of work [24] and the 

transfer of information to facilitate an existing or new tasks 

[10,15,16,24] .  

Additionally, Doring et al found images were used 

particularly in the context of managing appointments, with 

some images similar to those used for mediated presence also 

being used to lure a person to an appointment[10].  

2.7 Image Retention 

While a significant body of research has explored image 

sharing behaviours, there is a lack of research in image 

retention behaviour. Those available suggest the influence of 
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three factors in image retention; its role in communication, 

its perceived value and its quality.  

Role 

By analysing the work of Liechti and Ichikawa, Lehtonen et 

al and Schiani et al [22,23,31], van Dijck   suggests that after 

receiving phone images, similar behaviour to postcard 

retention would be employed and the images would be 

thrown away [9]. This implication stems from recent 

literature outlining the changing role of the image in 

communication. Although Villi’s study alludes to the images 

used as a visual language being the ones to be archived, this 

suggests that the role of the image is a dependant factor for 

its retention[38].  

Although recent literature refers to a mode of photo-sharing 

defined as “phatic” [25,27,40] hints at the visual language 

which can be thrown away, the link between them has never 

been formally defined.  

While studies have shown that some images taken purely for 

sharing had only had transient value [16,36], several other 

images are retained. Studies exploring sharing behaviours of 

pre-millenial generations showed a predominant inclination 

towards the role of photos as a means of capturing and 

reminiscing memories, which resulted in their retention. 
Although the transition towards more conversational images 

in CMC has been shown in millennials, several studies have 

shown the preservation of this role in the form of sharing 

photos of mutual experiences [16,37].  

Value 

Sometimes retention is independent of the images role in 

sharing as [26] found an overlap in some cases between the 

social sharing-based and personal reflection-based motives 
of photo capture; people captured some photos with the dual 

intent of keeping and sharing it, showing that the two aren’t 

a binary choice. Furthermore, van House and Ames 

discovered that the intent of capture didn’t always dictate 

what happened to the image; a post-capture attachment to 

photos that were initially intended to be only shared resulted 

in them being kept as well[36]. These judgements that decide 

retention are all based on the image’s perceived value.  

 Lee et al got participants to filter a batch of their own photos 

of their daily life down to 50% (on the 5th day) and then 10% 

of the original batch size on the 8th and 50th day after capture 
to identify what images were “meaningful” and whether this 

definition changed over time [21]. Long-term value was 

found to be based on implicit image value. Some images 

developed unexpected implicit value over time due to their 

reinterpretation after consequent events (which was reflected 

in van House and Ames’s study [36]). The following factors 

are likely consistent criteria of long-term image retention: 

 The rarity/ frequency of the event 

 Inclusion of people close to them 

 It’s ability to invoke a certain mood from more than 

a mere instant visceral emotional response.  

Short-term selection also included explicit image meaning, 

such as images of an objective situation, or ones that elicited 

instant visceral emotional reactions (if something was 

inherently cute or beautiful).  

These studies looked at the value in keeping one’s own 

captured images and not in those received from others. As 

messaging conversations act as a shared storage for all 

conversing members, it would be interesting to explore 

whether these same values can be extrapolated or whether 

other factors come into play.  

Quality 

Some more nuanced image properties directly resulted in 

deletion when participants in Kirk et al’s study engaged in 

photowork [17]. These qualities included clearly objective 

camera-related factors, such as poor focus, blurriness and 

over-exposure, and also more subjective personal ones such 

as one’s “unaesthetic” appearance in the image.  

2.8 This Study 

Previous research has unearthed sharing behaviours that 

have been born out of the use of a single source of image 
capture; either their digital camera or their phone’s main 

camera app. The current millennial generation have several 

different image capture methods available, with some being 

embedded within a certain app in their repertoire of 

communication technologies. Since Lobinger  insinuated the 

dependence of technology selection on context [25], what is 

missing from these studies is a naturalistic exploration of 

how image acquisition and sharing behaviours is influenced 

by their situational context and the corresponding intent of 

sharing.  

Additionally, the current array of messaging apps available 
each deal with storage of images in a different way, and little 

prior work had explored in great detail whether 

conversational images are saved and what factors influence 

this retention behaviour.  

The remaining sections in this report will aim to fill in these 

gaps in research, outlining the process, outcomes and 

implications of this study.   

3. METHOD 

This section outlines the data gathering and analysis methods 

employed within this study. Section 3.1 details the specific 

type of interview used, with section 3.3 outlining the ethical 

considerations employed while conducting them. Section 3.2 

provides an overview of participant details and the means by 

which they were recruited. Finally Section 3.4 details the 

qualitative data analysis carried out.  

3.1 Semi-structured Interview & Directed Storytelling  

Due to the exploratory nature of this study, semi-structured 

interviews were chosen as the primary data gathering 

method. Broader data on habits and preferences could be 

acquired through the standard form of this method by asking 

standard interview questions and probing further into their 
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answers, however for situation-specific sharing and retention 

behaviour, a more specialized version of interview was used.  

Directed storytelling method was developed for situations in 

which the behaviour to be studied could not be directly 

observed [11], which was ideal for gathering data on sharing 

situations. The method acts as a form of retrospective 

contextual inquiry, with the storytelling of a particular event 

compensating for the absence of observational data. 

Retrospective analysis of the desired behaviour has the 

advantage of a larger existing data-set, with the actual 

sharing and retention behaviour being entirely unaffected by 

the Hawthorne effect. Additionally, the situated nature of the 

interview method would allow for active probing to 

understand aspects of the story in more detail. The self-

documenting nature of most instant-messaging 

conversations (aside from Snapchat) provide a visual 

objective preservation of their past behaviours acting as 

memory aids which further improves the accuracy of 

reported data[32]. Within this study, a voice recorder was 

used in place of the secondary “documenter” role that would 

require an additional researcher’s presence.  

By conducting two pilot interviews with an initial interview 

script, insights were found and incorporated into a new 

interview procedure. These changes included additional 

questions needed as prompts, increased privacy 

considerations and rearranging certain sections to make the 

procedure less confusing for participants.  

The interviews were split into four parts: 

 Exploration of their technology use with 

regards to image messaging and image 

retention;  

 Guided storytelling of specific sharing 

situations based on shared photos to their most 

frequent contacts on each app. 

 Inquiry into the images they have stored / 

retained in their local storage from a 

messaging conversation, and the reasons for 

their retention.  

  Inquiry into the images within each 

conversation they consider redundant if saved 

locally.  

 3.2 Participants  

A questionnaire was created in Google Forms to inform them 

of the type of research being conducted and assess their 

eligibility for participation. The link for the questionnaire 

was distributed on social media (Facebook). The 

 Gender Messaging apps 

used 

Phone image 

storage 

P1 Female Whatsapp 

Snapchat, 

Messenger & 

Wechat 

Local only 

P2 Female Whatsapp, 

Snapchat & 

Messenger 

Local only 

P3 Female Whatsapp, 

Snapchat & 

Messenger 

Automatic 

iCloud Backup 

(limited) 

P4 Female Whatsapp, 

Messenger & 

Telegram 

Automatic 

Google Photos 

Backup 

P5 Female Whatsapp, 

Snapchat & 

Messenger 

iCloud (limited) 

P6 Female Whatsapp & 

Messenger 

iCloud (limited) 

P7 Female Whatsappp, 

Snapchat, 

Messenger & 

iMessage 

Automatic 

iCloud Backup 

(limited) 

P8 Male Whatsapp, 

Wechat & 

Messenger 

Local only 

P9 Female Whatsapp, 

Snapchat & 

Messenger 

Local only 

P10 Male Whatsapp, 

Snapchat & 

Messenger 

Local only 

P11 Male Whatsapp, 

Snapchat & 

Messenger 

Local only 

P12 Male Whatsapp & 

Messenger 

Automatic 

Google Photos 

Backup 

Table 1: Participant details and technology use 
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questionnaire contained a condensed version of the 

information sheet with the key details of the interview 

process (location, time, remuneration) as well as an 

important notice informing them or key ethical 

considerations regarding the personal nature of content that 

would be discussed. 

Their eligibility was then assessed with two criteria; their age 

being between 18-26 years old, and their use of at least two 

of the three messaging services initially being studied 

(Snapchat, Whatsapp & messenger).  

12 participants in total were recruited, and the study was 

expanded to accommodate for other similar platforms 

participants were more comfortable using in addition to the 

initial three. Only platforms containing the exact same 

upload options were chosen to be included as shown in Table 
1. Additionally, each participant’s phone had access to 

multiple image capture methods: 

 Built-in camera 

 In-app camera 

 Snapchat camera 

 Screenshot 

Regardless of the phone’s operating system, the stock 

camera usually comes as a built-in function, which can be 
accessed immediately from the lock-screen (see Figure 1) 

and usually contains more image adjustment options for 

capture. 

All messaging apps within this study were equipped with in-

app cameras to allow the user to capture photos and send 

them directly from a conversation without leaving the app. 

Snapchat’s camera is unique in two ways; it comes as a 

separate home screen for the app resembling that of a camera 

app, and it has a set of unique features that allow people to 

edit and enhance their images in the form of filters, lenses, 

doodles and stickers.  

Screenshotting is a function that comes natively with all 

smartphones which allow capture of the viewable screen-
content.  

3.3 Ethical Considerations 

Due to the personal nature of content that this study would 

be discussing (their personal photos and conversations), this 

study ensured to take several precautions to make sure 

participants would feel comfortable with what they were 

sharing and trust the way the researcher would be handling 

their data.  

In addition to explaining the study in detail within the 

questionnaire and information sheet, participants were 

provided the opportunity for further questions before filling 

out the consent form. Their declaration of consent could be 

customized by them to omit the capture and use of their 

anonymized images and conversations within this report. 

Their interview transcripts have been anonymized and all 

record of their participation have been kept confidential. 

Appendix 3 contains the information sheet and consent form 

format used.  

3.4 Data Analysis 

All 12 Interview recordings were transcribed in verbatim 

within Microsoft word.  Similarly to the first stage of 

thematic analysis, the data was read and re-read in order to 

gain a certain level of familiarity [4] and to identify data  

subdivided the various elements of each sharing situation, 

allowing relevant quotes from each situation to be coded into 
their respective category in excel. The codes within all the 

categories for each sharing situation were printed out and 

affinity mapped to identify themes within their contextual  

Figure 1. Lock-screen shortcuts for built-in camera 

on Android (left) and iOS (right) 

Figure 2. In-app cameras in Whatsapp (left) 

and Messenger (right) 

Figure 3. Example uses of Snapchat's lenses (left) 

and post-capture doodles and stickers (right) 
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.  

 

 

triggers and their effect on the corresponding behaviours. 

This was done to more effectively link each aspect of the 

behaviour to the individual situation of sharing. 

Similarly, quotes relevant to retention and storage 

behaviours were coded on post-its and affinity mapped in 

order to identify themes.  

4. FINDINGS  

This section will outline a number of themes discovered by 

analysing 12 semi-structured interviews. Figure 4 presents 

what types of content are acquired by which tools, with the 

key findings on how and why they are used being presented 

within section 4.1. Sections 4.2 to 4.6 detail the sharing and 

retention behaviours associated with five identified 

contextual triggers (see Table 2). 

Section 4.7 explains why there is a preference to access but 

not own most conversational media, with Section 4.8 

outlining which three main contexts do result in the saving 

of received images. Finally Section 4.9 reveals the influence 

of storage type and capacity on their saving or filtering of 
images.  

4.1 Selecting Image Source 

There are several different means by which the participants 

acquired the image for sharing (see Figure 4). Each of these 

methods had qualities which afforded for their use in certain 

situations.  

Snapchat for the random, the transient and the selfies 

The ephemerality of Snapchat’s messages affords the taking 

of images that aren’t required to be kept. “For something 

where it's not worth taking a proper picture and sending on 

something that would keep it. It's kinda interesting but not 

more interesting than like 5 seconds worth that thing (P7).” 

Relevant contextual 

trigger for sharing 

Reasons for sharing 

A task aid was 

required 

To provide reference 

information 

To provide evidence or update 

To provide image as resource 

Had taken photos that 

were  mutual memories 

To provide access to mutual 

memories 

Is / was recently 

travelling 

To provide a travel update 

To show a highlight 

Reacting to an active 

conversation 

To provide information or 

proof to continue conversation 

To create a playful reaction 

To Answer question about self 

Wants to 

spontaneously share 

To update other's on one's 

experience 

Look! 

To show something they saw 

related to the person 

Figure 4. Content shared in messaging and the tools used to acquire them for sharing 

Table 2. Contextual Sharing Behaviours 
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For P5, Snapchat had become so synonymous with photo-

taking for messaging purposes that when she was asked 

whether she took any photos on messenger’s in-app camera 

she responded with “That's what Snapchat's for.” 

The findings showed that Snapchat’s various lenses, which 

allow for augmented reality overlays on people’s selfies have 

resulted in it being used in a similar way to a photo-booth. 

P3 and P5 mentioned how they used it to “swap faces” with 

their friend with horrible and yet humorous results. In these 

situations, it was the usage of the camera that prompted the 

intent for capture rather than vice-versa. For example, P2 

commented “I was playing with snapchat and it was like the 

filters, and it was the beautifying filter and it worked. I 

thought I looked nice so I sent it to friends and my husband.” 

In-app camera for quick images not desired to be saved.  

Their selection between in-app cameras was entirely 

dependent on their individual preference of messaging app. 

These in-app cameras were often linked to the taking of 

quick images as P3 illustrates, “When I’m in a hurry and it's 

something quick I use the Whatsapp camera”. Unlike 

Snapchat, the nature of their placement within a conversation 

meant that the recipient for the image had already been 

decided upon capture. “if I'm talking to someone directly 

while I see some interesting thing, then I'll directly take a 

picture using that [the in-app camera] (P8).” However they 

didn’t need to be actively in a conversation with that person 

as there were many instances of spontaneous image taking 

with the person actively choosing to select this method of 

capture over the stock camera.   

Images taken using in-app cameras weren’t merged with the 

local gallery apps (except for Whatsapp in some situations) 

which was another reason for their usage: “If it’s not 

something I want for my personal records, I’ll just take it on 

the app because it doesn’t automatically save (P2).” 

The findings revealed that several participants used in-app 

cameras as alternatives for the Snapchat camera. P7 

explained, “So my best friend isn’t on Snapchat, so if im 

sending him something super random, I'll just use this 

[imessage] camera” 

Camera App for easy access, control and “proper” pictures 

The ease-of-access afforded via the smartphone’s lock-

screen shortcut was mentioned by a few participants as a 
reason for their frequent use of the stock camera to take 

images to share: “If I'm just walking or hanging around 

outside, I'll take out my phone and use the shortcut to take a 

picture directly (P8)” and “When I'm on the lockscreen I will 

just swipe up and take it (P1)” 

The control afforded to them by the in-built phone camera 

was another reason for its usage. “If I want to take a proper 

picture and send it, I'll always use the normal camera and 

then I go through the picture and select which ones to send 

and just throw them in there (P7).” Another (P9) mentioned: 

“If it's something where I don't have internet or something 

where I want to take a nicer picture, then I'll use [stock 

Samsung camera] and then send it.” 

Screenshot for screen content not desired to be saved. 

Screenshots were taken of messaging conversations they 

were having, of websites and sometimes of images they had 

found just because: “it’s faster (P2)”.  

Nearly all screenshots taken to be shared were deleted from 

their local storage. This shows that they were only required 

for the moment of sharing, and once it’s in the conversation, 

it isn’t needed in their local gallery: P4 expressed, “I hate 

that it saves screenshots I just want them for that specific 
moment, so why are they still there. I don't delete them from 

my phone because it's just annoying, it’s not worth the time, 

it's just a waste of time, but I'd rather they weren’t there.” 

Online Images 

Pictures were shared from online sources such as Tumblr, 

Facebook and Instagram. These were usually downloaded 

temporarily to their gallery so they could be attached and 

then deleted.   

Retrospective upload  

Some situations involved the sharing of images that had been 

captured some time ago on their camera. Retrospective 

upload was carried out from within the messaging app or 

from the gallery app itself. In both situations they would 

browse through the images stored locally to find the image 

they were looking for. Since these images were not captured 

for the act of sharing, there was little change in the retention 

behaviour associated with them, and their upload didn’t 
result in any additional copies being saved.  

Retrospective upload from cloud storage 

While images exclusively in their cloud storages could 

technically be shared directly from the cloud storage itself, 

P2 and P12 showed behaviours which demonstrated a 

slightly different mental model. Both saved the desired 

photos locally either through screenshotting (P2) or by 

downloading them (P12), and then proceeded to open their 
conversation and attach the images to it there. P2’s 

justification was that it was faster, which is understandable 

since while P12 was just unaware of the feature.  

4.2 Task Aid 

Within these contexts, the act of image sharing was 

instigated by the need to fulfil a task, with the image having 

functional value for that specific situation.  

Task Reference Information 

In these situations the images were used to provide 

information to aid in the accomplishment of a task.  

P5 and P6, for example, both shared photos of homework 

questions they wanted to receive help with, and sent 

solutions in the form of pictures as well. P6, noted, 

“Sometimes when you want to send someone the answer it's 

easier just to send how we did it than writing, cause usually 

there's diagrams and stuff and typing it on Facebook 
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messenger is very inconvenient, so it’s easier just to write it 

on paper and send a picture of it.".  

Similarly, P10 and P11 partook in behaviour where the sent 
images were used to show certain products which the sender 

wished the receiver to buy. P10’s experience was particularly 

complex as he was forwarding it as a proxy for someone else: 

My mom told me to send it to her (his girlfriend). Because 

she wanted to buy it in Taiwan (where his girlfriend was at 

the time).” 

The usage of images to coordinate the planning an excursion 

or trip was quite common among the participants. P3 

recounted the sending of weather app screenshots within a 

group conversation for them so they could plan to avoid rain. 

P9 took pictures of train times and a subsequent confirmation 

of booking page from her screen, with her reason being; “so 
he'd know when to pick me up from the station.” P7 used an 

image to show her friend where to get cheaper ticket prices; 

“she sent me a screenshot of the ticket price that it was 21.80. 

And I sent her a picture of the way that I buy tickets that was 

7 pounds return.” 

While on the way to meet up with each other, photos of their 

surroundings were used to communicate location to 

coordinate their meet-up. P4 recounted, “I got lost so I was 
like, this is the scene that I see currently, which way do I 

go?” Aside from using the image to request directions, these 

Point-of-view images were also used to decide on a meeting 

location;  “We were in roughly the same area but we hadn't 

decided where exactly to meet up so I sent him a quick 

picture of my surroundings telling him "do you want to meet 

up here?" (P11).” P3 recounted a friend sending her a photo 

for the same purpose which she didn’t keep. “It was in the 

moment, like look I'm here and then I just don't need it any 

more (P3)” 

Aside from the images of products to be purchased which 
had been retrospectively uploaded from their camera roll, all 

the images were actively captured via screenshot or camera 

specifically for the situation at hand. Images that weren’t 

taken on in-app cameras were either deleted after being 

shared or would eventually be deleted to ensure only the 

conversational copy would be left.  P10 however kept the 

sent images on his phone, even after uploading them to the 

conversation, for a situation where it would have to be re-

sent; “Just to make sure I can send it to her again if she 

forgets. (P10).” 

 Task Evidence & Updates 

Aside from using the image as an informational resource to 

complete a task, they were also used to communicate task 

status.  

Upon completing a task for his sister, P10 sent an image 
accompanied by the words “happy?”; “It's a picture of proof 

that I did it, and how much I did (P10).”Conversely, upon 

not being able to find a pack of cards her friend had asked 

her to buy, P7 sent also sent a photo; “I went into that 

massive Tesco, they have all the random things that I never 

thought anyone would need, but they didn't have playing 

cards. So I was like, I'm really annoyed and sent her a picture 

of that (P7).” Similarly, when P4 was running late to a dinner 

with a friend who was waiting for her, she used an image to 

inform her of the status of her journey; “So this was like one 

stop before I get to the destination so took a picture and I just 

said like ‘almost there’(P4).”  

All images taken for this purpose were taken via an in-app 

camera, with the image not being stored locally, or being 

deleted when it was.   

Image as a resource 

In these situations the sender was either requested to or 

expected to send an image to the other as a resource to be 

used elsewhere. The image acted as a surrogate for a physical 

document, allowing the recipient access to the details on it. 
This was usually carried out when the requester was too far 

away to physically access it and needed the details in order 

to carry out a task. While in P10’s case he was asked to take 

a picture of a shopping coupon so his sister could use the 

code in store, P8 requested a far more important document; 

“Last week I asked my mum to send me a picture of my 

Chinese ID. I would like to use it to register to something. So 

I saved it directly to my phone in case I'll need to use it.”In 

all cases where the sender had to actively capture the image 

for this purpose, they had no particular use for it afterwards, 

and once the recipient has access to them, they were no 

longer kept.  

Due to the highly private nature of passport details, keeping 

the photo within Wechat’s online servers was considered a 

privacy risk where even deletion of the photo was deemed an 

insufficient measure. As P8 explains: “the problem is even if 

I delete it, it's still on the server, it's just me not seeing that… 

There is a feature called recall. If you send any messages 

within two minutes you can recall it. …So after I saved it, I 

asked them to recall it to keep it private .”  

In other cases, the requester required a particular photo that 

he/she knew the other person had on their phone, or had 

access to so they could upload it elsewhere. P4 requested her 

Figure 5. P4 using an image to get directions 
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boyfriend send her a particular picture he took of her to use 

it on her website. P5 was asked by her friend to take pictures 

of old photos from her physical photo album so she could 

share them with her mother. P6 sent images of nails to be 

shared by the recipient to their joint Instagram account.  

 

P3 mentioned that she did this quite frequently: “my camera 

is shitty so I always ask people to take pictures and send them 

to me via Whatsapp and then I save them so I have them.”  

4.3 Mutual memories 

Sharing instances categorized here were those carried out 

after recent mutual events with the images depicting the 

event itself. This excludes images of older events, sent 

usually for reminiscing or teasing, which were classified 

under Spontaneous shares.  

After mutual experiences, such as a party or a trip, it seemed 

to be common practice for those that had taken photos with, 
or of the other person to share those with them individually 

or in a group. P1 recounted a group specifically created for 

this purpose; “Last day, had a small party with teachers.  We 

created a group chat between us. We took a lot of photos, 

and the photos I took I shared it on the group chat to let them 

download it for like sharing.” The same behaviour was 

recounted by P3, P4 and P8 for shared trips, by P5 for her 

class prom and by P6 for her last day with her flatmates. “We 

took a bunch of pictures together to remember each other 

and how we lived together kinda thing. We used somebody 

else’s phone [to take the photos]….so they sent them to the 

flat chat so that everyone could save the pictures they like 

and everyone has them (P6).” 

Instead of sending multiple photos directly within the 

messaging apps, P4 sent photos of their trip together in the 

form of a curated online album: “It's not sharing a photo its 

sending a link but it’s a curated album I put together, a nice 

google photos story and shared it with him.” 

As opposed to most other images, which were sent to the 

person within them retrospectively, snaps captured and sent 

by friends provided an instant documentation of their own 

experiences through the eyes of others, which they can 

choose to actively screenshot and keep before the timer runs 
out. P5 mentioned screenshotting several pictures containing 

herself that her friends had Snapchatted to her, some of these 

which she didn’t know had been taken. Although many other 

acts of image taking themselves may have been posed for and 

expected by the receiver, this instant form of gift-giving  [34]  

on Snapchat circumvents the need for retrospective sorting 

and sharing by the sender, with the decision for the image’s 

retention being made upon the sending itself.  

4.4 Travel shares 

Travel Updates 

These types of photos were usually sent to their family who 

weren’t on the travel with them.  

In many of these situations multiple photos were sent 

together. For P7, the photos were related to a single 

experience; “It’s usually a load of pictures around the same 

context. So these ones are of a church that I went to when I 

was with the team. I was walking around so I took loads of 

pictures and sent them off.” P8, P3 and P12’s consecutive 

images seemed to provide more of a summary of a recent 

parts of their trips, with a textual description of where they 

were and what they were doing (see Figure 6). 

Except for P8, who had claimed he sent the images “in the 

moment”, most of the other pictures sent as travel updates 

were sent later on. P7 explains; “I don't have any data there, 

I would send pictures when I'm back at home or when I'm sat 

somewhere having lunch or something.”P12 describes it as 

his downtime; “when I'm relaxed or when I want to catch up 

on social media or on my messages.” This usually involves 

finding somewhere with Wi-Fi which can be used to upload 

the images.  

Their selection of images to share occurred while browsing 

through their gallery of images they’d captured on their main 

camera app. P7 said, “I'll be looking through my pictures and 

I'll be like "Ooh, they'll like these pictures" And I'll send them 

off”. While most were sent with no prior relevant 

conversational context, P3’s family group conversation was 

revolving around everyone providing life updates which 

prompted her to send her own. She recalled, “So I was like; 

hey update I went to [place] this weekend….and then 

…photos.” 

P12 provided a detailed description of his criteria; “If it's 

something that's worth sharing - I think it's good quality or I 

can tell a story about the photo, then I would send it. 

Figure 6. P12 sending travel images 

with descriptions 
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(P12)”.While some of these pictures sent by P3, P7, P8, P12 

were chosen for their aesthetic quality, others were more 

casual such as P3’s picture of a tree bark with the caption; 

“Hey I’m in nature.”  

When asked for reasoning for sharing of a food picture to her 

family, P1 explained, “Cause I'm alone…so it's to make sure 

I'm having a nice time and that I'm fine.” Both P1 and P3 

who were travelling alone expressed that they shared updates 

sometimes as a way of reassuring their parents that they’re 

safe.  

Travel Highlights 

These had all the same characteristics of the updates except 

they were usually recalled and sent when talking about their 

trip with someone else. P1 and P12 both shared images to 

support a comment they made to describe the city they were 

in as an answer to a question about their trip (“Prague is very 

beautiful (P12)”, “Greece is awesome (P1)”) while P3 

showed a picture of a Mojito in a bag claiming it was the best 

thing of the trip.  

4.5 Spontaneous shares 

This was a category of behaviours that involved the 

spontaneous active capture and sharing of an image upon 

seeing, doing or experiencing something. These images had 

no clear functional goal aside from instigating conversation.  

Update 

Several everyday images were shared in the form of updates, 

informing the other person about what they’re experiencing. 

P1’s comments provide an illustrative example of how a 

picture of the mundane (see Figure 7) is used: “I got fruits. I 

got this kind of stuff, I'm gonna try it. Basically to keep them 

updated. Basically for photos, I'll first post a photo to start a 

conversation like.."I was doing this" and stuff. First time I 

noticed that I start a conversation using a picture.” P6 

engaged in similar behaviour by sharing a very random 

image: “Cooking utensil. I broke it and I figured I'd inform 

him. Sort of like…"Oh look what happened".” 

Participants also shared updates relating to changes in their 

personal appearance. P11 and P12 both reported sharing 

images after getting a haircut, while P4 sent her mother a 

photo after getting her ears pierced.  

Updates of something that they felt proud of were usually the 

ones that were saved. “And I saved it for some reason. I think 

its cause I don't usually do such extreme makeup, and the 

fact that I could do it I was quite amazed (P9) ". Similarly 

P10 saved a snap of food that he had barbequed which he felt 

had turned out looking “beautiful” but in retrospect, he 

indicated that he would probably delete it soon. 

Look! 

Images were shared when people saw something that was 

absurd, funny or interesting, and they wanted to share this 

with others.  

P7 shared images of uncommon sights and experiences such 

as a baby chicken in the neighbour’s garden, having an 

espresso martini for breakfast or Ferrero Rocher chocolates 

as dinner. P5 shared a photo of someone who had taken off 

their shoes in the middle of the train along with the caption: 

“what the hell!”  

Funny images were shared a lot. This included images that 

were inherently amusing, such as a funny face someone 

made or meme (comic) found on the internet, and sightings 

of things that could be made funny. The latter was shared 

more commonly through Snapchat. P5 modified the text of a 

board in Ikea to make it humorous, while P2 pointed out the 
humor of her situation using captions. “I sent one of my 20 

piece chicken nugget sharing box. I sent a photo of it saying 

“what is sharing” because it was all for me.” 

The majority of these images were shared via Snapchat or 

were sent using the in-app camera. While most of these 

images disappeared or were kept only in the conversation’s 

storage, some of them were save because P1 had just bought 

a lamp which she felt was cute kept the screenshot of it she 

had shared. Similarly P2 also saved her pictures of 

Clerkenwell Design week which she described as: “looked 

really cool…especially because it my interest – gardening.” 

 Related something they saw to someone 

In these situations, the individual saw something which they 

related to a certain person to whom they shared it with.  

In P4’s case, she saw a paragraph in her book relating to a 

conversation she had had with her boyfriend just the same 

morning; “I got to this chapter which was specifically about 

software specs and thought "ooh this is relevant to what we 

were talking about so I'll just send him the photo of this 

paragraph.” Similarly, P1 was eating apple pies which her 

friend had recommended to her previously, so she captured 

a picture specifically to share it with her (see Figure 8) 

Figure 3. P1 sending an image due to 

it's relevance to their previous 

conversation 

Figure 7. P1 using a mundane image to 

start a conversation 
Figure 8. P1 sending an image 

related to a previous conversation 
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Other times, it was related to a subject they always talk about. 

P3 explained the reason behind her screenshotting and 

sharing a snap she received which showed the filming of a tv 

show: “he's the first person I go to when it's like celebrities 

and stuff, so I just took a screenshot and said "look”(P3).” 

P6 had similar rituals of sending one friend bad math jokes 

and another pictures of food. “We started a running joke of 

making each other jealous of different foods.” In the absence 

of his friend’s physical presence in their routine, P8 sent a 
picture: “I always have pizza on Thursday. So every 

Thursday my friend will ask me if I have pizza. So that day I 

just finished my pizza, but I didn’t see him so I sent the 

picture to tell him that I already had his pizza (P8).”  

P3, P5 and P8 spontaneously linked something they saw with 

a friend they could tease with it. “My sister is very scared of 

lizards and I have a friend who is on St Martins Island and 

she took a picture of the iguana and I took a picture of that 

and I sent it to my sister to scare her. I sent this saying "this 

is a gift"(P3).” P5 took pictures of her friend from an old 

album saying "look at you you're so adorable, what 

happened?" P8 saw a picture of his friend who never wears 
suits, wearing a suit which he proceeded to post into a group 

chat.  

P9 sent a photo (see Figure 9) because it was regarding a 

previous situation her friends had been involved in: “A few 

days before we went shopping…And I bought a hat for 10 

pounds and all the other hats were really expensive. When I 

went home I looked at the label and realised why it was so 

cheap. Because it's a kids hat. So I sent that to them.” 

Similarly, P5 sent a friend an image showing the result of 

them introducing the humorous “yellow car game” to her 
parents.  

4.6 Conversational images 

Images as information or proof to settle discussion 

Images were used as information, but not for the completion 

of a task but just as for the purpose of being able to continue 

the conversation. P3 used it as proof to settle a discussion: “I 

was talking about it and then one of my friends was giving 

him the benefit of the doubt so I was like "well let's see" so I 

took a screenshot to show him that there was no benefit of 

the doubt.” P7 sent information just to help her parents to 

understand what she was talking about; “I'll tell them to 

google something, and they'll say I can't be bothered" so I'll 

google it for them and send them a screenshot (P7).” None 

of these images were kept as the same information could be 

accessed online if they wanted.  

Playful Reactions 

Sometimes people would share a photo in a humorous 

manner as a reaction to something their friend said.  

P2 looked for a picture to make a joke based on the humorous 
contrast between what her conversational partner was talking 

about and another memory they had together. 

Similarly, reacting to the content of a snap that she had 

received, P9 used Snapchat’s doodling feature to make a 

humorous depiction of what her friend had messaged her: 

“She Snapchatted her pajama bottoms 
and it had like cactuses on it and she 

was saying its really soft…or maybe 
it's because I haven’t shaved my legs. 

And I took a picture of my legs and 

drew on little hairs.” 

These images also didn’t seem to be retained, as they were 
either taken on Snapchat or deleted soon after sharing.  

Answers about self 

P2 took a picture of herself to answer a question about her 

current state. “My dad asked me if I’m grumpy…and that’s 

what made me send a selfie cause I had a pimple. Haha, so I 

was grumpy (P2).” Upon be asked where he was, P11 

proceeded to take a picture of his reflection in his 

surroundings (see Figure 10). Although these resembled 
behaviours on Snapchat, they was taken on Whatsapp’s in-

app camera due to the conversational context.  

 

 

Figure 10. P11 using an image to aid his answer 

Figure 9. P9's image sent as it was related to a previous 

situation her friends had been involved in 
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4.7 Access vs Ownership of Received Images 

Unless they contained personal document details, images 

were found never to be deleted from the conversation itself, 

but always in the context of the gallery. This suggested the 

existence of separate domains; that of the conversation, and 

that of their local storage.  

Access from Conversation 

“if it's on any online thing, I don't feel the need to save it. 

Because I have it on hand (P5).”  

For many images that were sent and received within 

conversations, people didn’t feel the need to save them to 

their gallery. Their mentality behind this was that if they 

could access it anyway, then there was no need to download 

it again into their gallery; This strategy was reflected 

explicitly by P1, P4, P6, P7, P8, P10 with regards to 

imessage, messenger, wechat, telegram and Whatsapp for 

iOS (when autosync was disabled). In these messaging 

platforms, all received images are either stored primarily in 

an online server or in a hidden folder inaccessible to the 

gallery app. P7 explained the navigational advantage of 

keeping them in the conversation; “it’s a lot easier to find 

them on [the imessage conversation] because I can recall that 

we spoke about. ..lets say [a] dog… and I can just go here 

and scroll a bit and I'll find them and not "oh where in my 

gallery would they be?"(P7)” 

For many of the spontaneous shares which support mediated 

presence or conversation, the findings suggest that it is the 

act of sharing in many cases that holds more value than the 

image itself. A particular illustrative example is P4’s 

comments on a picture of her parent’s outing sent to her; 

“That's really nice, you thought of me while you were taking 

you walk. But I don't want to have it [in my gallery].” 

Auto-saved received images 

Although the majority of messaging apps choose to segregate 

images sent and received in a conversation from the phone’s 

camera roll pictures, Whatsapp by default saves incoming 

media onto the local gallery. On iOS this saves into the local 

camera roll where all their images reside and can be switched 

off, whereas for android it always saves them into a folder.  

When toggled on, the iOS photos app’s main camera roll is 

populated with the images directly, while on android, certain 

photo gallery apps allow for the filtering of this folder out of 

the main image-feed. For the majority it was a frustration to 

be dealt with rather than an advantage; “That's why I really 

hate talking to people on Whatsapp, especially if they send 

me pictures … I don't want the pictures that are sent to me in 

my gallery. If I want it I'll do it. I don't want it to do it for 

me(P7)”.  

Unlike on iOS, Whatsapp on android doesn’t save a copy but 

allows the original media to be accessed by the gallery app. 

This results in situations as illustrated below where after 
having deleted “random Whatsapp photos” while browsing 

the gallery, the conversational experience was compromised; 

“I was interested in the history of the conversation and the 

photos were just a blurry thumbnail and I couldn’t actually 

open them and that used to really annoy me. It's almost as if 

I want them to exist here, as I scroll through the conversation 

but I don't want them in my camera roll (P4).”  

This demonstrates their differing value perception of images 

in messaging conversations and images within the gallery. 

The images she felt provided retrospective context to the 

conversation were perceived as “random” within the gallery. 

The automatic merging of the two domains was regarded as 

an annoyance by most participants, and all but one 

participants who could disable the feature did so.   

4.8 Saving Received Images 

Memorable Mutual Experiences 

Many of the images they saved consisted of those sent to 

them in the form of “mutual memories”. While in these 

contexts the images were sent to them spontaneously by their 

respective photographer(s), People also asked for images 

specifically that they remembered other people taking.  

Not only did these experiences include mutual trips and 

events in which several pictures had been taken, but also 

simple meetups. P11 described how a simple food picture 

had implicit meaning; “For example the burger on its own 

looks good, tasty and it reminds me of good memories, of 

how great it was back at the time us three were having beers, 

hotdogs and burgers and chilling. It's meaningful.”  

“We had met up for coffee and she had taken a picture of me 

with the coffee so I screenshotted it Why? Cause I was in it 

(P5)”When the subject of received images were more of 

casual meetups, the images chosen to be saved were 

specifically those of themselves. While the consistency of 

this trend in P5’s case may have been linked to the 

ephemerality of the images and the need for saving in order 

to access them, the same trend was reflected in P8’s saved 

photos within the non-ephemeral wechat.  

When they received multiple photos of a mutual event, there 

was still a certain level of filtering that occurred. “I saved the 

ones that I liked, because we took a lot and they all looked 
somewhat similar because they were all in quick succession. 

And in some of them someone has their eyes closed or you 

look bad or whatever and I don't need 10 of the same photos 

or whatever, , with my phone telling me almost every other 

day that my storage is full.  (P6).” The influence of limited 

storage on the retention of these types of images was echoed 

by P8; “Sometimes they send me a lot and I don't have 

enough storage so I'll prefer to just keep it online. Except 

some really important ones.”  

Affective Connection  

One of the reasons that images were saved was because of an 

affective connection with the subject that was depicted. 

These were usually people (or animals) the recipient was 

very close to and the images were saved for memory rather 

than being used for teasing.  
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P1 and P3 screenshotted snaps sent to them by the friend 

because of the funny face they were making. P1 recounts a 

Snapchat exchange in which they were both sending ugly 

bored photos to each other, which she decided to screenshot:  

“I saved this for memory for one day when I am organizing 

my photos and look back and see the photo and recall my 

memory of that moment. Even though this is a bored 

screenshot, it’s a normal day lifestyle, it'll recall some 

memories.”  

P10 took a screenshot of a snap that his girlfriend had sent 

him: “A selfie, and I found it cute so I screenshotted it”. In a 

similarly affectionate way, P11 and P9 reported situations in 

which the owner of dogs requested images their friend had 

taken of them: “The photos of my dogs I'll keep it. They are 

adorable. They (the photos) have their value of going back 

to see it again. It’s good at cheering yourself up (P11).” 

Functional Purpose 

Images were saved for functional purposes, to accomplish 

temporary tasks ranging from the transfer of the image to 

using it as information.   

When they had requested images to use as a resource, they 

saved the images to be able to upload it to their website or to 

social media.  

Snapchat’s time-limited viewing period resulted in P9 

screenshotting an image she couldn’t read fast enough. The 

ephemerality also resulted in her screenshotting an image of 

information that she had requested her friend to send her so 

she could use it later. As P9 explained, “she was taking 

pictures of her computer screen with books for her reading 

list. So I screenshotted that as it came up so I could refer 

back to it.” 

While several of these images were deleted upon completion 

of the task, some were kept as information to be used in the 

future; “I think it's on my computer somewhere for future 

reference. (P9).” 

4.9 Retention Behaviours 

Although images were saved originally to the phone for a 
variety of purposes, several of them were also filtered out 

later. The filtering behaviours were influenced by a few 

factors.   

Cloud backup & Computer Backup 

While most stored images locally and had the choice to 

manually transfer images to their computers, five of the 

twelve participants interviewed made use of either Google 

Photos, iCloud or Dropbox photo upload. All of these were 
a form of cloud storage which automatically backed up select 

device folders and was accessible across a variety of devices. 

The use of these services seemed to have an effect on their 

retention behaviours, as illustrated here by P7;“I’ve been a 

lot more selective of what I keep on my gallery since I've used 

iCloud. Mainly because I can see it on everything else, 

because previously I would have my phone pictures, that 

would be a load of pictures, and then on my iPad it’s only a 

few pictures that I really like. And then on my Mac I'll have 

a different set of photos that I like, ones that I've taken from 

my camera. So before they were all separate entities, and 

now they're all just one.”P7’s remark reflects that phone 

storage is usually used a lot more frivolously than any other 

device. This awareness of the excess volume of images was 

likely brought out through their sudden presence on the 

individual’s other devices. The same sentiment was echoed 

by P3, stating that she only saved “epic pictures”, such as 
those of travel or of a mutual experience with a friend 

because of the instant upload to her computer. Her 

selectiveness could also be related to the fact that she doesn’t 

have time to attend to her backup-up photos very often: “I 

really want to do this, go on my computer and delete stuff in 

my iCloud, but I don't have time...so everything is there, 

there's nothing I've deleted (from the iCloud) since I've had 

my iPhone.” These stricter saving criteria they employed 

seem to have one thing in common; they seem to favor 

images that contain memories and meaning: “Google photos 

for me is not for organizing files, it’s for organizing 

memories, so why would I want just any screenshot or 

Whatsapp thing to go in there. If somebody sent me their 

photos then they're sending me they're experiences, I haven't 

shared [the experience] with them so I don't care about it. 

It’s not something that I'm going to want to look at 20 years 

down the line (P4).” 

Interestingly, when P9, a non-cloud backup user was 

transferring images to her computer, she had similar 

selection criteria; “only the ones I want to transfer… some 

pictures like holiday pictures, and pictures of friends.” 

Dealing with limited storage 

“I think we're all getting more selective about what have on 

our phone because it takes so much memory (P5).”To free 

up space on their local device, people delete to save storage 

in a variety of ways.  The most common filtering behaviour 

was carried out while browsing through their gallery: “I just 

try to keep as little stuff on my phone as possible… Cause I 

go through my gallery every day and just go through the 

photos. If I don't like it or don't need it then it's gone. (P10)” 

Sometimes, the deletion occurs immediately after the sharing 
of the image itself: “What I do is once I've sent it to her on 

an online thing I delete the picture on my phone itself,(P5)” 

Manual transfer of images to their computer often was 

motivated by limited storage. “I'll keep them until my phone 

has no memory and then I'll put them onto my computer. 

(P9).” In this case images are directly transferred to their 

computer to free up space.  

When saved images are backed up, people can take more 

drastic measures to free up storage space. P3 deleted and 

reinstalled Whatsapp entirely, which permanently deletes all 

shared and received media from her local storage. Similarly 

P12 deleted all local copies of his off-device images: “ It does 

get filled up quickly so I have to make sure to delete the 
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device copy and make sure it's all synchronized with the 

cloud. It's all in the cloud (P12).” 

As an alternative to deleting images when she was low on 
space, P2 used Snapchat’s camera as a replacement for her 

main camera: “lifehack… sometimes on my camera it’ll say 

“you can’t take photos because there’s not enough disk 

space” but I can go to Snapchat and still allows me to take a 

photo and I can save it to my gallery.” 

Filtered images 

“I'd probably delete all this useless stuff. A lot of this is just 

one-time purpose only (P11).” The reason for many images 
being deleted was because of their temporary relevance. 

These images that held little retrospective value consisted 

mostly of spontaneous shares, conversational images and 

task aids. While these categories accounted for all the image 

described as redundant by the participants, P4 still expressed 

a desire to be able to access them within the conversation 

without them consuming local storage.  

Another reason for deletion was the lack of relevance to the 

recipient. Several images sent in group chats were subject to 

deletion and P12 was particularly irritated with images only 

relevant to others showing up on his phone storage; “Random 

photos that are relevant for another person in the group but 
not necessarily relevant for me. And it still gets saved, and 

it's so annoying! So annoying.” 

5. DISCUSSION 

This study set out to answer two main research questions: 

 RQ1: How does the context and user’s intentions 

influence their selection of image acquisition options 

and sharing methods? 

 RQ2: Are images within instant messaging 

conversations saved? Why or why not? 

The following section will summarise and discuss the 

findings of this research in relation to each question, present 

design recommendations based on them, and finally discuss 

this studies limitations and opportunities for future work.  

5.1 Sharing Behaviours 

Similarly to the use of communication tools [29], image 

capturing methods were found to be used as an 

interchangeable repertoire. While on-screen content could 

only be captured using screenshots, the situational context 

was found to influence the selection of photo-capture options 

in the following way; when direct access from lockscreen or 

control over the image were a priority, the built-in camera 

was chosen, whereas if quick access from the conversation 

or the separation of the captured image from their gallery 

were the priority, snapchat or the in-app camera were used. 

The latter preference supported light-weight photo sharing 

[3,8], a form which encouraged behaviours of sharing 

Spontaneous shares and Conversational images, which have 

little resemblance to the uses of analogue photos. These 

behaviours, prompted by conversation or the lack of it, were 

used as a way of maintaining relationships.  

Bayer et al observed Snapchat users being more aware of 

another friend’s life by receiving these daily snippets that 

together form a new type of “live” storytelling [3]. While the 

most of images facilitating mediated social presence 

[22,39,40] don’t quite attain the status of “affective 

awareness” [23], when Snapchat was used to facilitate 

conversational exchanges of selfies (such as that of P1 

described within Section 4.8 under Affective Connection), it 

transcends the act of messaging, and become akin to a 
mutually shared experience similar to video calling [18].  

But while images as phatic communication and mediated 

presence sometimes aim to mimic co-located behaviour, 

other more creative uses of images are messaging-specific 

practices.  With snapchat, the  reactive humorous use of an 

image, previously discussed by Kurvinen [20], can be 

augmented using doodles. This act of creation facilitated by 

snapchat could be used to make the mundane special. This 

reflected in the usage of its augmented reality “lenses” like a 

photobooth.  

Conversely, travelling with little access to internet was found 

to result in people reverting to using more postcard-like 

practices, retrospectively sharing previously captured 

images as a means of storytelling and delayed presence 

[19,22]. Their selection of sent images differing from person 

to person was expected, since a travel postcard 

communicates a story or aspect of their travels and the format 

will be improvisational and dependant on their relationship. 

[35].   

Although stemming from an analogue photo-sharing 

practice, the digital sending of event-based picture to those 

who were present was less as a gift and more functional in 

that it was an expected act. Since people took photos using 

other people’s cameras, the act of sharing was usually to 

provide others with access to their mutually owned images, 

with their eventual presentation reflecting this; little curation, 

labelling or editing was done.  Interestingly, the act of 

curating digital photos from a mutual event into a photo 

album was one that was still employed by a single participant 

although there is insufficient data on this behaviour to make 
any further comments.  

5.2 Retention Behaviours 

Images for conversation not memory 

A lot of pictures that are spontaneously shared to look at or 

used as evidence in a conversation resemble the co-located 

behaviours of showing something on a phone screen or 

pointing out something in their environment.  In their 

analogue counterparts, there was nothing physically given or 

stored by the recipient of the behaviour, they would merely 

react to it and continue the conversation. Similarly, the 

findings show that the digital uses of image in this form is 

intended to be ephemeral. For the recipient, although they 

may feel a mediated sense of presence with the sender 

through a photo of synchronous gaze, it is still not a memory 

or experience of theirs to be reflected upon, which dissuades 
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its retention. This is why users of lightweight ephemeral 

photo-sharing services don’t feel the need to save every 

image they receive [3,8].  

Contrary to the co-located pointing out of something of 

interest in their environment, remote sharing requires the 

capture of that moment in an image, which after sending is 

preserved due to the self-documenting [32] nature of most 

messaging conversations. In situations where the image is 

explicitly humorous, absurd or interesting however, the 
recipient may want to re-share this, which prompts its saving 

for the purpose of facilitating this re-share on another 

platform.  

Snapchat screenshotting similar to photography 

While screenshotting received snaps were also used to 

functionally maintain access to the information of the 

ephemeral image, it can be regarded for the most part a 

unique affective act. The act of saving it is given more 

meaning since an image that is, by its ephemeral affordances 

[3],  intended to be fleetingly seen, was still deemed worth 

keeping. This not only included images intended to be re-

shared but also just images sent within an exchange in which 

the recipient’s affective reaction to the sender’s appearance 

in that moment resulted in its preservation. The capture of 

these ephemeral exchanges then resembles the taking of a 
photo in their intents to preserve and capture a fleeting 

moment.  

Interestingly, screenshotting was used as a social act in itself. 

In a sneaky or playful manner, a received snap they knew the 

other person would want to keep ephemeral, was preserved. 

Contrary to the initial fears of its use for malicious purposes 

[7], these behaviours found in this study reflect those 

observed by [3] in their intent for playful teasing.  Similarly 

to photo capture [16], the act of capture provided the social 

value, while the image became a memento of that moment.  

Expected saving 

This study also uncovered that several acts of saving are 

planned or expected, especially with images sent as mutual 

memories or task-aids that have been requested. For the 
former, it was found that most images were saved aside from 

those of poor visual quality or those that were unnecessary 

duplicates. Low storage space also made these criteria more 

stringent, with some being kept in the conversation to be 

accessed.  If images from the latter category were saved, they 

were found to only be kept until the task was completed, 

unless it was information for future reference.  

Workbench & Sharing of Screen Content 

While the majority of gallery apps are constantly advertised 
for their handling of photos as memories, their local phone 

storage is also used similarly to a workbench, as a short-term 

intermediary for the sharing between apps, or a place to store 

useful information. With current galleries, if some of these 

types of items aren’t attended to soon, they become 

embedded in the chronological timeline of photos along with 

memories.  

So while gallery apps are embracing the metaphor of a 

“shoebox” storage from analogue photo storage [1,9,30], the 

functional uses of digital photos aren’t always compatible 

with this model.  Design of current apps may be encouraging 

the use of the gallery as a workbench in the following ways:  

Instead of using the native cross-app sharing options of the 

phone’s operating system, some apps limit sharing options to 

within the app itself or don’t enable sharing at all, forcing the 

download to be the only option. Additionally when the native 

iOS sharing feature is used, it leaves the user at the content’s 

app-screen rather than the conversation’s, requiring 

additional navigation.  

While the downloading or screenshotting of screen-content 

to share can be avoided by directly sharing from the source 

(when this was possible), the reluctance of some people to 
do so may be related to their photography-like mental model; 

if it can’t be shared directly from the conversation (like in-

app cameras), it would have to be “captured” to their local 

storage (like their built-in camera) and subsequently attached 

from the “recent images” view always present within 

messaging conversations.   

5.3 Design Recommendations 

Avoid merging of a conversation’s images with their personal 
ones.  

As discussed previously, most shared images are only 

relevant within their conversation. Gallery and messaging 

apps should be designed to ensure that these images aren’t 

merged with their own personal photo stream or backed up 
to the cloud without the user’s explicit intent. 

Support Transitory Image Sharing 

To avoid or accommodate for “workbenching behaviour”, a 

preventive and a compensatory approach are suggest:  

“Facebook has this option that if you see a picture that you 

have on your news feed you can share it in a message, and 

its super handy because it saves me the time of having to save 

it and then send it (P5).” 

As indicated by P5, the need to unnecessarily download or 

screenshot an image can be mitigated by supporting the 

sharing directly from the source to the designated 

conversation. This also potentially includes designing the 

photo-capture tool to enable quick, in-the-moment sharing 

directly to the messaging app via the lock-screen.   

While some get into the habit of sharing and returning to the 

gallery to delete the image afterwards, others like P4 find it 

“annoying”, especially with regards to screenshots. 

Designing the sharing tool to compensate, by optionally 

removing the image from their gallery upon sharing, would 

help avoid these images accumulating and being mixed in 

with memories.   
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5.4 Limitations  

Recruitment 

Although the sample size supported the finding of a range of 

valuable qualitative themes and insights, there wasn’t 

enough data to justify making a model, framework or wider 

generalizations of behaviour. While the age range was 

restricted to 18-26 year olds, the diversity of their technology 

use with regards to apps used and storage methods was 

wasn’t controlled as stringently. While the comparison of 

these behaviours did provide the foundation for several 

themes, certain sub-themes were supported by data from 

only two participants due to their under-representation in the 

batch.  

This could be compensated if this study were to be repeated 

through the elicitation of a larger and more balanced group 

of participants to quantitatively validate these findings. 

Balancing would involve recruiting larger samples sizes of 

people who use a certain technology which was under-

represented in this study (e.g. google photos users). 

Additionally this would enable the understanding of whether 

certain findings on usability issues and behaviours expressed 

by lone participants were more common or just rare cases.   

Retrospective Approach 

The interview method adopted to retrospectively analyse 

sharing and saving behaviour was quite effective, but its 

shortcomings became clear when some data categories 

couldn’t be adequately filled due to a reliance on the 

participants’ abilities to concisely recall their behaviour.  

If a similar study were to be carried out, the researcher 

recommends the augmentation of retrospective interviews 

with diary studies to enhance recollection with detailed diary 

entries.  

Search, Navigation & Selection 

This study focused more heavily on the tools of capture, with 

less detail being acquired for acts of retrospective upload. 

Similar studies are recommended to explore how people 
search, browse and select images for sharing based on the 

contextual triggers defined in this study.  

5.5 Future Work 

Cloud & Multi Device Image Management 

While the focus of this study was to understand retention 

behaviour for mobile phone storage, the influence of cloud 

storage unveiled the differing value systems for retention 

between the mobile, the desktop and the tablet.  

As its adoption grows, future work could explore further how 

people use this multi-device access to images; do they use it 
for cross-device sharing?  On which devices do uploading 

and filtering occur, and how do they differ between devices? 

The findings could be used to create a new cross-device 

model of photowork, expanding on this study and the prior 

works of [17]and [21]. 

Instant Videos 

The reciprocal sharing of images to keep in touch and gain a 

certain level of mediated presence was shown to be quite a 

predominant social usage of images. Video calls provide a 

similar level of mediated presence but require people to 

change their modality of communication to speaking instead 
of typing, which limits the situations in which it is used. 

Facebook messenger’s recent release of a feature named 

“Instant Videos” however allows for the live sharing of video 

to each other, while keeping the messaging experience front 

and centre by having the video hover in a window and start 

muted as a default.  

Since a live video by definition can’t be saved or be a 

retrospective form of sharing, it will be interesting to explore 

what contextual behaviours it will be used for, and whether 

it will have semblance to the spontaneous shares, 

conversational images and task aids presented   in this study.  

6. CONCLUSION 

Through a naturalistic retrospective approach, this study 

aimed to uncover new practices employed within the rapidly 

changing domain of image use in messaging via two angles: 

the influences on the acts of sharing and the retention of 

shared images. Five contextual triggers for sharing 

behaviours were identified. This study found that image 

capture and storage behaviours are changing through their 
adoption of capture tools embedded within messaging apps. 

While their built-in cameras are still preferred for contexts 

requiring aesthetic control or quick capture from the lock 

screen, they have appropriated the in-app camera specifically 

for lightweight sharing of images they don’t want to store. 

They prefer access rather than ownership of conversational 

media, only saving and keeping images for memory or 

affective attachment.  Other images were also saved for brief 

periods to facilitate sharing between the image’s source and 

destination app, or for brief access to information for a task. 

It is the accumulation of the latter category of transitory 

images or the automatically saved received media from 

Whatsapp that require constant filtering from their gallery. 

An interesting finding was the stricter saving criteria as a 

result of cloud backup’s instant transfer to their cross-device 

gallery.  The research contributes to prior work by defining 

contextual triggers for sharing and lays the groundwork for 
the understanding of how current capture, sharing and 

storage tools are used with regards to mobile messaging. It 

concludes by making design recommendations for new tools 

to accommodate current retention behaviours, and suggests 

future avenues of media and storage for exploration.  
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APPENDIX 1: INTERVIEW SCRIPT 

 

PART 1 

[app usage] Which of the following three messaging services do you use? Which one do you use most? 

Why? What do you use each of them for? 

[storage] What gallery app do you use? Do you use cloud storage? Could you explain how you use it? 

 

PART 2 

Could you open [app] and find a conversation you’ve had recently with someone?- preferably someone 

you’ve shared photos with 

Per conversation 

 [relationship] What is your relationship with this person? 

 

for this conversation I’d like you to find at least 3 photos you’ve shared with them, by scrolling through 

the messages. I’d like to go through them one-by-one and ask a few questions about each 

Per photo that was shared 

 [content] Could you describe what is in the photo?  

 [conversational context] What was happening in the conversation before you sent this photo? 

 [motivation] Why did you send this photo?  

 [photo-taking context] What was the context of the photo-taking / How did you send it?  

 [photo use / function] Did you do anything else with the photo? 

 

PART 3 

[saving – shared] Do you save any of the photos you’ve shared?  

[saving – received] Do you save any of the messages you’ve received?  

Per photo 

 [reason] Why did you save this photo? What did you intend to do with it? 

 [context] Could you explain to me the context of the conversation? 

 

PART 4 

Could you open the media folder for this conversation? I’d like you to identify photos you wouldn’t feel 

like keeping. 

[retention] Why wouldn’t you keep this? 
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APPENDIX 2: RECRUITMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
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APPENDIX 3: INFORMATION AND CONSENT FORM 

 

 

 

 

 

Purpose: To gather data on 

sharing practices, photo 

retention / saving practices 

and app usage in 

messaging. 

Duration: 30-45 minutes 

Location: University Campus 

/ Café around campus. 

Reimbursement: 10 pounds 

 

Researcher: Akshay Dharap 

Contact Details: 

akshay.dharap.15@ucl.ac.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo Sharing and Saving 
Behaviour in Messaging  
UCL postgraduate research project   

Important Notice: 

You are being asked to participate in a research study. If you 

join, it is under the understanding that:  

 Your participation is completely voluntary. 

 You may withdraw from the study at any time, without 

having to give a reason. 

 Your name and address will not be published in any 

report concerning this study. 

Before you decide, it is important for you to understand why the 
research is being done and what it will involve.  Please take time 
to read the following information carefully and discuss it with 
others if you wish.  Ask me if there is anything that is not clear or 
if you would like more information.  Take time to decide whether 
or not you wish to take part.  

Thank you for reading this. 

What will the procedure involve? 

Part 1: I’ll be asking questions about your use of whatsapp, 

snapchat and facebook messenger to get an understanding of 

which app you use for what purpose and why. 

Part 2: I’ll be asking you to go through photos* you’ve sent to 

your most frequent contacts on each app and get you to 

describe the context of its sending. [This will be a purely verbal 

description when discussing snapchat]. 

Part 3: I’ll get you to go through the photos folder in the 

previous conversations and explain which photos you would 

delete / consider redundant if they were to be saved in your 

gallery. 

Part 4: I’ll ask you to go through photos* you’ve saved from any 

of the apps, and ask you to describe why you saved them and 

what for. 

*Since we’ll be discussing your personal photos and messages, 

only ask you to show me content you are comfortable with 

sharing. 
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Declaration of Consent 
 

Title of Project:  Photo Sharing and Saving Behaviour in Messaging 

 

Participant’s Statement 

I  …………………………………………...................................... 

agree that I have 

 read the information sheet and/or the project has been explained to me orally; 

 had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study; and 

 received satisfactory answers to all my questions or have been advised of an individual to contact for answers to 

pertinent questions about the research and my rights as a participant and whom to contact in the event of a research-

related injury. 

 I understand that my participation will be audio recorded, and I am aware of, and consent to, use for transcription 

purposes only. 

 I understand and consent to my words being used as anonymized quotes in the research document. 

 I consent to selective pictures of my messages and photos being taken and used in an anonymized form within the 

eventual report.  

I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study without penalty if I so wish, and I consent to the 

processing of my personal information for the purposes of this study only and that it will not be used for any 

other purpose. I understand that such information will be treated as strictly confidential and handled in 

accordance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998. 

 

 Signed: Date: 

 

Investigator’s Statement 

I  …………………………………………………………………….. confirm that I have carefully explained the purpose of the study 

to the participant and outlined any reasonably foreseeable risks or benefits (where applicable).  

 
Signed: Date: 


